1 Moscow RABOCHAYA TRIBUNA in Russian 24 Dec 93
2 1. viktor ukolov article, with computer-generated map, viewing demographic changes in russian federation p 1 no processing (1400)
3 2. aleksandr krotkov report on views of participants at ashgabat summit, statement by russian vice-premier aleksandr shokhin that leaders of former soviet republics understood the need for strengthening economic relations p 1 no processing (900)
4 3. nikolay chulikhin interview with adolf fedorovich laptev, ivanovo oblast administration chief, on structure of management in the regions p 2 no processing (1400)
5 4. sergey gerbov feature highlighting 'social defense' p 3 no processing (1600)
6 5. yelena vasilkova interview with yuriy zinovyevich lyublin, rf deputy minister for social defense of the population, examining pension issues p 3 no processing (1400)
7 6. sergey plekhanov full-page feature devoted to liberal democratic party leader vladimir zhirinovskiy, 'the man who stunned everybody' p 4 text 4000 (944e0328)
8 7. vladimir legovskiy full-page series of articles devoted to ufo research, aliens p 5 for tid attention (4200)
9 8. valeriy kondakov item under 'report from the hospital' rubric examining aids p 6 for tid attention (1600)
10 9. unattributed notice that next issue of the newspaper will be on 28 december 1993 p 8 no processing (7) (endall)
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